LIFE AT PURN7EA
councils. But caste-bound men are afraid to take a.woman's
advice in public, whatever they may do in private.
Even if they are allowed to go to school and mix in the world
for a few years, Hindu and Moslem girls retire into purdah at a
very early age, seeing no man except near relations, and only
going out in a heavy veil or a closed carriage. Purdah presses
very hardly upon the poorer women, who are often shut up
in small windowless rooms with only an opening high up in
the wall for ventilation. In parts of Rajputana a woman may
not leave the house to fetch water, even if the well is close by
and surrounded by bushes and trees.
As a result of this rigid life many Indian girls are stunted in
growth and suffer from tubercular disease. As with ihe enclosed
nuns of Europe, the system comes before the individual, and
just as a nun may not leave her convent, even if it is essential
for her health, so a woman in purdah may not see a doctor
whatever her suffering. All she can do is to thrust a tiny model
figure through the curtains and explain by its aid where the
pain is.
This purdah system leads to some amusing scenes. When one
of our party was a magistrate in India, a woman had to give
evidence in a family land dispute. First of all a palanquin,
completely veiled, was placed in the hall of her home. Into this
she popped when the coast was clear. Then the bearers came
in, took her up and bore her into court. There the Brahmin
barristers and disputants were asked if they were satisfied that
she was the woman required and not some other person. At
this they advanced to the litter, muttered a few words through
the curtains, and then assured the judge that the case might
proceed.
Women in harems are as carefully protected from light and
gaze as though they were so many photographic films. They
Eve in their special quarters under charge of senior ladies, one
of whom attends the wife whenever she goes out in the screened
car or carriage.
In discussing that strange mixture of contradictions, the
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